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Intro: Pan LA Skyline, early 
sunrise, music overlay.  
 
3-5 seconds, b-roll. 
 
Meant to show the passage of 
time, beginning a new day.



Intro: Time-lapse LA busy 
street (or possibly with 
people), Sunrise, music 
overlay. 
 
3-5 seconds, b-roll. 
 
Meant to show the passage of 
time, beginning a new day.



Intro: Time-lapse people 
enter/exit CDPH, music 
overlay. 
 
3-5 seconds, b-roll. 
 
Meant to show the passage 
of time, beginning a new day.



Navigation through hospital, 
doctors and staff at work, first 
facility.  
 
3-5 seconds, ambient sound 
with music fading.



Showing hospital staff at work 
 
3-5 seconds, first facility, 
ambient sound with music 
almost faded.  
 
Sounds fade out here as well.



“Please share a brief experience in 
which Emergency Management/
Business Continuity was brought to 
your attention and yet it still didn’t 
gain traction:” 
 
Documentary interview 
perspective.  
 
Interviewee is shown at their desk, 
giving answer to above question.  
 
Shown with text (NAME, ORG, 
TITLE) opposite screen side, bottom 
quadrant.



“How relevant was EM to 
your organization, at that 
time?” 
 
Show executives/planning 
committee.  
 
5-10 seconds, b-roll, carry-
over narration from previous 
executive.



“Where did you see the most 
need for emergency management 
planning in your day-to-do 
experience?” 
 
Pan semi-close (not this close) 
from view over clipboard (walking 
behind nurse) into hallway (next 
slide).  
 
3 seconds, film actual nurse, 
narration.



Continuation from previous 
question.  
 
Show normal hospital operations.  
 
Pass by floor director’s desk.  
 
Narration over video, 3-5 seconds. 



“In many of the workshops I’ve 
done (speaking as Angela 
Devlen), comments afterwards 
from the participants voice 
concern that managers do not 
attend the meetings, and that 
executive buy-in is next to 
impossible. Where do you see 
Emergency Management being 
relevant in your operations?”  
 
Interview nurse or PA on hospital 
floor, either at a desk or right 
there in the action.  
 
Interviewee is shown with text 
(NAME, ORG, TITLE) opposite 
screen side, bottom quadrant.



“Had you ever experienced a 
disaster or crisis in your 
healthcare organization before?” 
 
Executive narration over fires b-
roll, 5-10 seconds.



“Please share a personal 
experience of implementing an 
emergency management plan on 
the floor, after the journey it took 
to get it created:” 
 
Interviewee is same nurse or PA 
on hospital floor.  
 
Shown with text (NAME, ORG, 
TITLE) opposite screen side, 
bottom quadrant.



B-Roll of workshop activity with 
nurse explaining her experience.  
 
5-10 seconds, narration over.  



“What was the turning point in 
your support of implementing 
an emergency management 
plan?”  
 
Interviewee is same executive 
from first half of theme.  
 
Shown with text (NAME, ORG, 
TITLE) opposite screen side, 
bottom quadrant.



Fade to black, hear audio of Hurricane 
Katrina before video appears. Video fades 

in to replace black screen. 
5 seconds, audio only 



“Please share your personal 
account of the experience during 
Katrina:” 
 
Interviewee Les Hirsh narrates 
over b-roll of Katrina flooding.  
 
10+ seconds



Continuation of previous views.  
 
Narration over.  
 
Show b-roll of inoperable 
healthcare institutions.  
 
5 seconds



“What was the key success point you 
found in hindsight of Katrina?  How 
did this influence how you later dealt 
with Irene and Sandy at St. Clares?”  
 
Interviewee is shown at their desk, 
giving answer to above question.  
 
Shown with text (NAME, ORG, TITLE) 
opposite screen side, bottom 
quadrant.  
 
10-20 seconds 



Hurricane Katrina left XX healthcare 
facilities inoperable. 

[Les Hirsh’s facility] was one of the first 
to be re-opened. 

Only XX amount re-opened in the 
aftermath. 

Quiet fade-to screen 
displaying staggering 
statistics of closed 
facilities during Katrina.



“What were the most beneficial 
and used portions of your 
business continuity plan?” 
 
Nurse who worked in Les Hirsh’s 
facility during Katrina.  
 
Fade in 10 seconds, b-roll of 
damaged hospital, preferably 
showing video related to her 
answer. 



“Finish this sentence, “when you 
realize a storm/crisis/disaster is 
dead-set toward your 
organization, your first reaction 
is:”  
 
Interviewee is same nurse from 
Les Hirsh’s clinic. In office or at 
desk.  
 
Shown with text (NAME, ORG, 
TITLE) opposite screen side, 
bottom quadrant.  
 
5-10 seconds – Film midday, to 
sun blaring, to show passage of 
time.



“Why did emergency 
management make sense at the 
time, when you implemented it, 
before a disaster had occurred?” 
 
Start of question shows narration 
over normal healthcare executive 
operations.  
 
10 seconds



Continuation of “Why did 
emergency management make 
sense at the time, when you 
implemented it, before a disaster 
had occurred?” 
 
Interviewee is shown at their 
desk, giving answer to above 
question.  
 
Shown with text (NAME, ORG, 
TITLE) opposite screen side, 
bottom quadrant.  
 
10-20 seconds, interview later in 
day to show passage of time, sun 
starting to dim.



“Where does emergency 
management stand in terms of 
importance in your 
organization?”  
 
B-roll before showing executive 
interviewee. View of their facility 
instead.  
 
10 sec  
 
Evening video shows passage of 
time, day ending.  



Continuation of “Where does 
emergency management stand in terms 
of importance in your organization?” 
 
MONTAGE of interviewees is shown at 
their desk, giving answer to above 
question.  
 
Shown with text (NAME, ORG, TITLE) 
opposite screen side, bottom quadrant.  
 
10-20 seconds, interview not near 
window to preserve continuity of time.



Fade to black, music overlay 
Display statistics in white of: 

- Hospitals who have an active EM plan 
- Hospitals who have been effected by disaster in CA 
- Hospitals rendered inoperable or financially destitute due to 

disasters 
10 seconds, audio only 


